
7  PR  T IPS  TO  HELP
YOU  SHINE

BRIGHT  L IKE  A
DIAMOND  

Determine if your audience and the journalist audience are the same. Many people
have said to me, I would love to be in Black Enterprise Magazine or featured on
Entrepreneur Magazines website, but do you have the same audience? Craft a story
that the blogger would not only write themselves, but one that relates to the overall
body of work published by the blog. Cater to what the audience loves. Even if a blog
publishes your story, if the audience does not align, the effort will be wasted. If the
Blog’s audience is not engaged, very few will identify with your site. You may
receive 5,000 hits without making a sale. 

Always personalize your pitch. Never copy and paste. Reporters are known for
some unsavory statements regarding pitches that are simply a generic email with
the blog name, website or addressee’s name added. I must emphasize the general
hatred people have for these irrelevant pitches. Copying and pasting does not give
the writer the best angle or story to work with, so you are not utilizing the
maximum value of your pitch. A smarter approach is to review the writer’s past
work and personalize your pitch to something they would write.

Here are some DYI tips for entrepreneurs on a Ramen
Noodle budget dabbling in self-promotion. 
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PITCH THE RIGHT PUBLICATIONS

JOIN THE MEDIA

Segment your media targets and sell each of them a different angle of your story.

Writers are typically very vertically focused, so while your company may work in
mobile, food service, and consumer products, make sure your pitch focuses on the
writers area of focus. For example, a pitch to a mobile writer should focus on what you
are doing in the mobile space, while a pitch to a consumer products writer should
focus on why the product itself is exciting and your local paper should focus on what
you are doing to change your city or a human interest story. 

Smooth Talk Them without Sucking Up There are genuine ways to be friendly with
writers without brown-nosing. Avoid getting involved in their personal lives by
asking about friends, family, likes and dislikes. However, getting involved
professionally is simple and ideal. Drop intellectual comments on their blog posts,
send an email respectfully criticizing their thoughts, or reply to them with
something valuable such as clever link or an added thought to one of their tweets. 

 Although some reporters consider this annoying (never follow up several times with
the same canned email), this can be a great way to emphasize your enthusiasm
about the pitch. Sending a follow up email saying “Hey, did you get my last email?”

may not be the most effective. However saying something like “I hope you enjoyed
my thoughts on our advancements in mobile technology. Here are some new things
in mobile tech that are affecting our business and what we are doing to disrupt the
industry...”

 Become a blogger! Chat with other companies, accept pitches, learn from being on the
other side of the table. Becoming a blogger allows you to empathize with other writers.
You will receive too many pitches for the limited time you have to write. You will
understand why writers prefer to write about some pitches over others. After receiving
some terrible pitches, you will realize what makes a good pitch over a bad pitch. You
can apply your discoveries to your own PR strategy. 

 Never offer to pay a writer a nice sum of money for writing about you, unless you’re
discussing a sponsored post which is in a different vein from PR. That’s advertising.

One way to show a writer love without stuffing their pockets with money is to
provide a sample product for review. Take note that you should always ask a writer
before pushing free products on them. Some will be offended by free swag that is
forced upon them, resulting in wasted product that is tossed in the trash. Writers
will typically write about a product sample they like. Offering a giveaway for the
readers is also a great form of bribery. Give the writer something such as a product
or gift card to give to their reader. Its a win-win situation all around. You gain
exposure, the blog has something new to offer, and the readers can compete for a
prize. 
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IT'S OKAY TO HOOK THEM UP

FOLLOW UP, FOLLOW UP, FOLLOW UP

SPIT THAT GAME

PITCH DIFFERENT ANGLES

ALWAYS PERSONALIZE YOUR PITCH


